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Statement From StArt YPA Senior Coordinating Mentor

Statement from StArt YPA Business Mentor

The StArt Youth Presenting Art (StArt 
YPA) team of Melicia Sutherland, Osvaldo 
Sales, Veronica Almeida, Cherise Solomon, 
Travoy Deer, Melissa Mather, and Shubatha 
Devamanoharan have demonstrated their 
unwavering commitment to making the 
arts accessible to young people in Scarbor-
ough. Through the StArt YPA initiative, the 
team has been able to create a festival that 
provides arts opportunities for their peers: 
workshops that enhance technical skill while 
igniting the creative spirit, and a platform 
from which young emerging artists can 
share their creative voice with their commu-
nity through performances, exhibits, as arts 
activity initiators, and as volunteers. 

The team’s efforts have inspired many. As a 
result, they have garnered the support and 
participation of the Scarborough commu-
nity at large, enabling them to successfully 
mount their 5th annual StArt YPA festival. 
“It takes a village….”

It has been my absolute pleasure to work 
with this dynamic group of young people, 
who decided to take the initiative five years 
ago, and “StArt Something”. 

Denese Matthews
SuiteLife Arts for Youth, Founding Artistic Director
StArt YPA, Senior Co-ordinating Mentor

It is now year five, and seeing the organ-
ism that is the Start Youth Presenting Art 
(StArt YPA) annual festival and workshops 
adapt and respond to the changes that are a 
natural consequence of time and growth is 
gratifying.  Growing is just what this youth 
driven initiative, for the presentation of 
youth arts and culture in the Scarborough 
community, is doing. 

The StArt YPA Festival is an ambitious mix 
of training workshops; curated art gallery 
exhibition; live stage performance; com-
memorative publication; festival grounds 
entertainment and food; plus volunteer 
coordination.  Sustaining the momentum 
and focus required to mount what is, in-
fact, a sizeable business of the arts under-
taking, requires commitment to purpose.  
The five-year evolution of the StArt YPA 

management team ha s been one of inclu-
sion, camaraderie, and fierce commitment 
to learning the business skills and strategies 
necessary to ensure the annual realization of 
their mission.

Each year, I am witness to many  “ah hah” 
moments  when a member of the team 
makes the connection  between the business 
skills they were learning  in the process of 
mounting  their festival, and the relevance 
and application of the same tools and skills 
to their life outside the festival bubble.  
Those moments are acute reminders as to 
why I am committed to mentoring, and  
I feel privileged to be a part of the StArt 
YPA process.

Marva Ollivierre 
StArt YPA Business of the Arts Mentor
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It took all my strength to hold back my tears as I 
stood captivated listening to the political sere-
nade of Aboriginal songstress and hip hop artist 
Bella McWatch. She unveiled herself eloquently 
through lyric, rhythm and tone. Undone, she 
revealed the nakedness of the continual injustices 
inflicted on her community and the problems/
conflicts within. 

“Mother if I don’t make it home tonight I promise 
that I’ll be at your side”. Those words struck me 
like bolts of lightning: an original piece shedding 
light on the horrific epidemic of violence against 
women in her community. 

As every verse tightened its grip on my conscience 
I thought of Rollo May, The Courage to Create. 
How courageous of this young woman to speak 
out loud, sending a clear message to our governing 
bodies, and building awareness throughout other 
communities. I wondered if she was aware that 
she is a warrior, perhaps a hero. Could her words 
evoke enough emotion that would lead to the end 
of the disappearance of women in her communi-
ty?

Then suddenly I was aware more than ever of the 
importance of the StArt Youth Presenting Art 
festival. If Bella could touch me so deeply who 
else could be reached? Bella McWatch needed to 
tell her story, advocate and shed light on topics of 
her passion. I thought of the narratives of the 100s 
of young people that have participated throughout 
out the 5 year journey of StArt YPA. In year 2, I 
was so moved by actor and Spoken Word artist 
Andrew Smart, who painstakingly expressed the 
raw relationship between his stern disciplinary 
father and himself. A piece entitled Blues Maker

“My father is tall
Bends back to break fist, 
Beating dark day & crooked kiss across the after-
noon sky

I walk until it is darkest night, draped in quiet hue
While boom bap blues-maker man
Makes mother into black and blue”

I wept for him that day, but praised his strength 
and courage of reveal. His narrative will continue 
in my mind, now forever a part of me. Many have 
become a part of me; Evan Porter with his Double 
Bass and rich sultry voice. “Hit the rooooooaaaad 
jaaaack”! He bellowed in voice suited for angels to 
hear… “And don’t you come back no mooooore” - 
his smoky blues voice disappeared in the back-
ground as his bass sung through the darkness of 
the theatre bringing forth light unlike I’ve ever 
seen. That day I fell in love with the blues, each 
chord of the bass evoked my every emotion. I felt 
Evan’s willingness to be vulnerable and the depth 
of his passion; passion is a powerful force. 

I look at the youth and how much they have 
grown. Dequan Clarke from LSK, a self-taught 
dancer whose commitment to his craft has allowed 
his technique to evolve into something magnif-
icent! James Okore, a visual artist who has over-
come impossible obstacles to pursue his passions. 
There are so many talented youth, too many to 
mention, all with their own tale to tell.  But, the 
things they have in common are the passion to 
create, the courage to reveal themselves, and the 
StArt YPA festival that allows them to share their 
stories with their community.  As a part of the 
Start Ypa family I’m continually inspired by the 
youth in Scarborough, they challenge the way we 
depict art as it imitates life.

This platform is by us, for us, so take pride! Con-
tinue to inspire! Continue to shine! And for art’s 
sake, continue with the courage to create

Melicia Sutherland 

The Strength of Reveal
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MEMORIES

StArt Youth Presenting Art Festival 2014
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Alyssa Vidal

Encrypted

Misty Rain

Sparks Fly
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Deepika Elango

Immersed in Fear
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Aniqa Rahman

Closure

Model: Faduma Mohamed
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Imprint
Imprint
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Untitled #3
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Chelsey De Venz 

Untitled #4 Untitled #1
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Beatriz Leuterio

Mona Lisa

Untitled #2Watching
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Elise Ngo

Looking at 
the Stars

Speak Up (Left)
Dream Owl (Right)
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Frances Potts

Thought Bubbles

Anatomic History Blooming Muse
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Art 2

Jackelyn Aherne-Quinton
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Hazel Nonan  

Me and You 1

The C of Blue

Me and You 2 Me and You 3
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Jarrod Bai

Untitled #4

Untitled #2
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James Okore

Untitled #2 Untitled #1
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Untitled #3
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Jeremy Fegarido

Goodbye My Wonderland
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The Roller Coaster of Life
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Jewell Angeles

 Untitled #2

Instagram:@whoisjewell
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 Untitled #5
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Ask yourself a simple question, what is art? 
I beg you not to give yourself a simple answer,

As simplicity is a form of cancer.
It invades the mind and gives us an easy way out.

Art is exquisitely complex,
It is not just a pastime, it is a wonderful hex.

It is when words rhyme, the body mimics a beat and 
when a melody becomes immortal,

Art doesn’t accept defeat.    
It allows dancers to move their feet,
It allows colour to cover the street, 

It allows the voiceless to speak,
Art, is when poetry reaches its peak.

Stop…
And ask yourself, “Where is art?”
Its potential lives in your hands, 
Waiting for you to take a stand. 

Art is painted on the walls,
It is in the words a poet drawls,

It is in your voice and is not a choice.
It is infused into your soul,

As well as entwined into your mind,
 Haven’t you noticed it? 

Art is inside of everyone expecting to be expressed,
And once you let it free you’re obsessed.

Questioning  
Art Maria Chavez
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You’re my story untold.
When the wind blows my hair
And my hands begin to freeze,
I wish your hands I could hold 
With a smile so shy
And eyes so bright
Your heart is an ocean full of secrets
Which I wish to unfold
When you feel cold
Baby,
I wish you would pull me close
Make me your lady
But maybe
you should remain my story untold
At 3am on a night so cold
I’ll be dreaming of
Kissing your collarbones
I hope you stay up
Night after night
Looking down at your phone
Wishing I’d call

Maybe I should have
Kissed  those lips
Looking so soft, so lovely
I’m so broke
I wonder if you too wish
To have my skin against yours
As we lose ourselves among the 
sheets
And make gold
But maybe,
You’re better left
My story untold.
At the age of 31
when you have your first 
cup of coffee in the morning
i hope every sip you take
reminds you of my eyes
and makes you wonder ,
why
I couldn’t be your every 
toke of high

why
your favourite hello
had to end as your 
most painful goodbye
ill tell you
why
because maybe
you came into my life
just so we could
look up at the 
sky, for a while
that night when
the moon was
silver, bold
is the night you
were left
my story
untold

Story 
Untold

Raisa Masud
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Leah Marcoux

Meditation Mask Starving Artist Puppet
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Terra Pham

Diamiter 

Portait
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Sylvie Stojanovski

That  
Kinda  
Poem

So,
I decided to write you a poem.
Not your everyday, typical payyyy you a penny 
for your thoughts kinda poem,
but a 
real poem.
A makes-your-mind-melt, tastes-like-chocolate, 
super-sweet kinda poem.
A makes-you-queasy, easy-peasy, super-breezy 
kinda poem that’s 
short, and
simple, and
to the point,
aaaaaand,
You know what?
(What?)

The Raiting (4) 
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I could really go for a with an extra-side of fries ‘cuz 
you know I like them guys kinda poem,
or
A creamy caesar salad with an Opera singing ballad 
kinda poem,
Wait, wait!
No!
I want a fancy-shmancy, play me some music-dancey 
kinda poem.
Oo, oo,
How about a race-car driving, archiving, jiving, give 
me a coca-cola, I’m super-sizing kinda poem?
Along with aaaaaaaa 
An all that jazzy-tick-tock-dazzely kinda poem,

Orrrrr,
I finally got it!
Picture this:
I’m gonna make you 
an amazing, sun-tan lazing kinda poem,
that makes your sunny days sunnier, and 
your cloudy days funnier kinda poem.
Doesn’t that sound like a nice poem?
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Just another rez girl 
born in 93
home of the strong
land of the free
At least that’s what they’re taught
At least that’s what they know
Got natives on the media
putting on a show
I’m sick of the government 
I’m sick of Mr. harper
Got my people on the streets 
and its only getting darker
Got my women getting killed
with bodies never found
How can we rest tonight
with all these women in the 
ground
1200 gone

My 
Truth

Bella McWatch

People are fake.
They never express their true emotions.
But keep it bottled in until...
They start to break down and feel....
Like they are broken...spoken, woken up;
They are brought to the truth of their miserable lives.
People are lies.
People are contradictions.
They might be fine one day, but pretend to play it off...
Somehow that becomes their addiction.
But we cannot show our true selves, because we fear 
what other people say towards us.
So we keep everything bottled in, even though we have a 
lot to discuss.
People are fake, but they can`t change that....they fear 
losing love, friendships...
Now why would you want to lose that?

People Renee Rodgers

Mothers, daughters, sisters
nightmares in my sleep
These screams they turn to whis-
pers
All of this oppression 
these people got me stressing
Changed my whole world
even changed the way I’m dressing
Taught me to be proper
cuz i guess I’m just a savage
Taking back my ways
so I’ll reverse all this damage 
I’ll try to make it better
start from ground zero
I’ll try to be a warrior
just like a war hero
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Trinh Vo

July 14 Ce N’est Pas Moi 
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William Ye

Clara and Dani
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Masculinity
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START YPA ARTISTS

visual  
artists

singers

instrumentalists

Alyssa Vidal Elise Ngo

Aniqa 
Rahman

Beatriz 
Leuterio

Frances 
Potts

Jeremy 
FegaridoPrama Kar

Leah 
Marcoux

William Ye

Lenssa 
Shifara

Terra Pham

Trinh Vo

Michael 
Nguyen

Hazel 
Nonan

James 
Okore

Jarrod Bai

Chelsey 
De Venz

Deepika 
Elango

Elee 
Stalker

Younes 
Mohamed

Time Vision Productions

Maaz 
Khan

Time Vision Productions

Dylan 
Smith

Wasifa 
Noshin

Jackelyn Aherne 
Quinton

Maye Water

Jason Yoo

Mya Water

Flavia Small

Priyah  
Ratnakumar

Ashes 
Abiel

Fire & Ash

Antoma 
Ahmed

Fire & Ash

Monica 
Brighton

Drummer
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spoken word artists

actors

dancers

Bella 
McWatch

Maria 
Chavez

Raisa 
Masud

Kryshana 
Dainty

Sylvie  
Stojanovsky

Renee 
Hodges

Nur  
Abulaben

Saranyaa 
Thangamel

Shelby  
Aldred

Tristan Wald-
mar Sauer

Virubaashan 
Paranthaman

Catherine
Harkness

Kiki  
Calixte

Aria  
Culzac

Amna 
Amin

Akaila 
Buckley

Jaimie 
Domb

Mia 
Ahmed

Rachel 
Levitt

Siobhan 
Asya Davis

Kevin 
Tang

Christopher 
Nguyen

Dequan 
Clarke

Mahindra 
Ramcharan

Jess Jessica 
Mannara

David 
Pham

Val

D’Air Dance Group D’Air Dance Group D’Air Dance Group

LSK LSKLSK
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START YPA TEAM MEMBERS

Antoma Ahmed

Kaley Freier

Mia Ahmed

Aarushiya 
Puvee

Ayesha Khader

Christina  
Boodhoo Tasmee Aziz

Joshua Daniel 
Ferreira

Jovanni Phillips

Maggie Liu

Junaid Mirza

Jiayan Bian

Rain He

Auditi Dutta

Desiree Yeo Eric Liang

Anika Ariba

Damon Couto 
Hill

Alyssa Vidal Deepika Elango
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2015
VOLUNTEERS

Maria Chavez

Melicia 
Sutherland

Cherise 
Solomon

Melissa 
Mather

Travoy Deer Veronica 
Almeida 

Osvaldo Sales Shubatha  
Devamanoharan

Nafisa Rahman

Terra Pham

James Okore

Yandy Zuo

Zitong  
(Carina) Guo

Tristan Waldemar 
Sauer

Virubaashan 
Paranthaman

Valerie Severino

Sumaiyah 
Moral

Naifa Jafor

Selena Lee

Shirley Zhang

Fariha Khan
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The StArt Youth Presenting Art team is privileged to be 
presenting the fifth annual StArt YPA Workshops and 
Festival. With the support of the following people we 
have realized our dream. 

Denese Matthews/SuiteLife Arts for Youth whose on-
going mentorship has helped us make our dream of an 
ever growing Scarborough StArt YPA Festival into a re-
ality, and Marva Ollivierre/Doe Eye Media Productions 
whose tutelage in the Business of Arts Management 
played an integral role in helping us build and maintain 
a strong foundation. 

We are grateful of the Artist/Teachers who generously 
contributed their time and talent to the StArt YPA 
Workshops: Samson Brown (acting), Irv Washington 
& Shubatha Devamanoharan (dance), Christopher 
Cushman (photography), Nicole Brooks (singing), Mi-
chel Prentice (fine arts), Jordon Viera (spoken word), 
Dorothy Routledge (stage management) and Derek 
Luis (Business for the Arts).

A special thank you goes out to the Scarborough 
community whose ongoing support makes this much 
needed event possible: Theatre Scarborough for sharing 
the Scarborough Village Theatre with us; Scarborough 
Village Recreation Centre for donating space for our 
workshops; Christ Church for allowing us the space for 
our weekly meetings and auditions; Action for Neigh-
bourhood Change/Scarborough Centre for Healthy 
Communities and YouthLink/Pathways to Education 
who provides us with workshop space and helps us 
with community outreach. We want to thank our 
sponsor TD Bank; the Toronto Arts Council; City of 
Toronto/Recipe for Community/Toronto Foundation; 
Cecconi Simone Inc.; the Scarborough Mirror; Long 
and McQuade; the Royal Ontario Museum; the Art 
Gallery of Ontario; the Ontario Science Centre and  
SuiteLife Arts for Youth.

And, we want to give a big shout out to all the amazing 
Youth Artists and Volunteers who joined us to “StArt 
Something!”

StArt YPA Thank you

1997 1998

2000 2001
2002

2003

1999
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AUDITION
in October for the 2016 program

SuiteLifeArts.org
416.691.3269

2004
2005

2006

2009

2012

2014

2013

2015 2015

2010 2011

2007 2008
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